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About This Game

The Way of Life makes the player relive the same life's experiences from the point of view of three characters of different
ages: an adult, an old man and a child.

The experiences we want to tell about are very different, they go from a quarrel to a dream, and further to more serious topics
like death and love. The main point about the game is that every experience will be told through different gameplay mechanics.

Also, every playable character has his own specific mechanics and a way to see the world.
The player throughout the game can explore and live different stories and feel a variety of emotions in an amusing and

captivating experience.
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Title: The Way of Life Free Edition
Genre: Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
CyberCoconut, Fabio Ferrara
Publisher:
CyberCoconut
Release Date: 31 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.6 GHz / AMD Dual-Core Athlon 3.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 GT / AMD Radeon HD 4650 or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Italian,French,German,Russian
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Is there a full version release date? I would pay the money for that.. A really simple and single-minded explorative game. It fails
to deliver any meaningful experience rather focusing on the quantity of content than on his quality.
The graphics are very unoriginal and have the typical touch of low-end Unity games. I've already seen them many times before,
it just fails to impress in any way and exposes the lack of a real effort.
Sounds are minimal and awful.
The mechanics of the game are very primitive, again, like the graphics, don't have anything unique. Just clicking around until
you find the relevant content that you are supposed to find. It's not bad, it's just average, but I don't think "average" is worth
investing your time into.

Now, the "best" part of the game is its narrative. Here we can see a collection of different stories about the many perspectives of
life. But, sorry to say, even here I can perceive its lack of deep structuring. The stories, like the gameplay, are very generic, but
in this case they try to bring a meaningful message that just fails to impress me.
There are many games out there that can have an emotional impact even on the most cold-hearted people. Every aspect of the
game contributes to this experience, that's why The Way of Life, with its complete average content, falls into the category of
games that you will not remember.
I appreciate the time the developers spent on this game, but they didn't go in the right direction. It simply can't compete with
other really emotional and meaningful games.. Good Gave you should defilintly play this. 75\/100

Quite interesting, but very short. But hey ist free!. Actually I'm not sure whether I recommend the game or not. It deserves a
chance to play at least once with respect to the way-out and successful main theme of the game, but my opinions are not so close
to absolutely recommending it.

Too many things are locked in the free edition, and I can easily claim the core form within the free edition is not so impressive,
even it gets more and more boring during gameplay.

By the way, old people walk slowly for sure, but the slowness of the aged man here rushes up the boringness I have touched
upon.. This is a weird game. To be truthful, i only played it once or twice. It is a good thing it was free.
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this game is very interesting and unique, and peacfull i like it, and this is coming from someone who likes shooting and action.
Grate job who ever made the game :) thanks for making it i give 5 star. Nice art and concept, but about 70% of the game is
locked\/incomplete. The definitive (full) version has no release data planned as of january\/2017. I think it should be classified
as a demo instead of free version.. Great work.

I remember this form back when it was a much smaller game. If i remember well it was about crossing a busy street as a kid,
adult and old person.. Very little of what you can do in this game. Long download for half hour gameplay. Sounds are awful,
includes awful platforming and a "superhero" part where you click for a while to move on. Relies on cliches that we've seen a
million times before. Has really clunky dialogue.
It just generally sucks
It relies on just about every cliche you can think of.
This game is just garbage
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